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GULFOOD Dubai
Earlier this year, the Gulfood trade fair
took place in Dubai. Of course Zwanenberg
was present once again. Klaasjan Joosten,
Sales Group Manager International: "Finally
the world is opening up again and that
was clearly noticeable during this fair.
The reunion with our customers from the
Middle East, Africa and Asia was great.
Despite all the uncertainties that travel
entails, many managed to visit Dubai.”

DEMAND IS GREATER THAN SUPPLY
“The main reason why supermarkets are
raising the prices of our products is the fact
that due to the global pandemic and the
rapid recovery of the economy, demand is
greater than supply. It was not because of
our factories or manpower that we cannot
deliver our products to the retailers on time,
but because of the raw materials that we
need, to be able to produce. The stocks
were in the wrong place, sometimes even
on the other side of the world."
SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTION
"Our economy is geared towards 'just-in-time'
and with small stocks. As a result, the costs
are low for all parties. But this has also
made us vulnerable to disruptions in the
supply chain."

A higher bill for the weekly trip to the supermarket? This year
it affects consumers in many – if not all - countries in the world.
The average product price has now risen by about 3% compared
to 2021 and it is expected that this will rise to 7 to 10% in the
course of this year. This also applies to Zwanenberg's product
range. Why is a price increase inevitable? We asked Maarten
Elsinga, CEO of Zwanenberg Nether lands.

"Ports in Asia went into lockdown, so containers were in the wrong places in the
world. We also had to deal with a huge
cargo ship, the Ever Given, blocking the
Suez Canal. All this resulted in even more
scarcity and as a result, our purchase
prices skyrocketed."
"You have to imagine that the transport of
a container with herbs suddenly became
fifteen times more expensive - sometimes
even more expensive than the contents
of the container itself, which is really un-

precedented. If we incur more costs purchasing our raw materials, we have to
pass this on to the supermarkets, which
are then forced to implement price increases. Of course, this does not only apply to our company. Almost all food companies will have to raise their prices."

“In our booth and during the dinners with
our customers, global issues such as covid,
availability of production materials and rising
cost prices were the topics of discussion.
Positive attention was paid to the new
products from Zwan, Chicken Tonight,
Sonnen Bassermann and Struik. A successful
trade fair to remember!"

OBITUARY

George
Petroutsios

Zwanenberg Food Group has
1,800 employees and sales of
approximately € 600 million.
Zwanenberg produces canned
meats, snacks, soups, sauces,
convenience meals, vegetarian
and vegan products.
The company exports canned
meat - mainly under the brand
name ZWAN - to more than
100 countries worldwide.
Zwanenberg Food Group has
production sites in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom
and the United States.

At the end of 2021, we received the sad
news that George Petroutsios, director of
Pavlos Petroutsios, has passed away at the
age of 64. Pavlos Petroutsios is a highly
valued distributor of ZWAN in Cyprus
since 1964 and has ensured that SWAN
has become the leader in its category
on the southern part of the island.

In Cyprus George was known as Mr. ZWAN and with his infectious smile he
made many friends and business associates. George liked to come to the
Netherlands to visit ZWAN's production locations. He loved the Dutch culture
where ‘bitterballen’ and beer were consumed when visiting.
In recent years, his daughter Thea has increasingly come to the fore as the
person ultimately responsible and will continue the business operations of
Pavlos Petroutsios. On the picture we see George with Sjoerd during the 50th
anniversary of ZWAN in Cyprus.
R.I.P., George.
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INNOVATION

Zwanenberg: committed
to sustainability
As an organisation, we aim to make a positive
contribution to society by acting faster,
easier and more efficiently. Sustainability is
an important spearhead in order to generate
a profitable and more liveable future for
people, the environment and business.
For many years Zwanenberg has been working to reduce
the CO2 emissions of its plants and logistics movements.
But not only that! In January 2021, a CSR working group
was set up to focus even more on sustainability issues.
We first made clear what we were already doing.
The working group was positively surprised; examples
of this are:
Reduction of salt in products
Energy-saving measures
Less transport by optimising pallet height
Delivering products to the Food Bank

INNOVATION

Zwanenberg makes
the difference in
combating food waste
Solar panels, wind farms, electric cars, waste separation; all solutions that contribute to a better
environment. Zwanenberg also feels responsible
for doing something about climate disruption.
Our CSR working group examines improvements
that are needed for this within the organisation.
Do you know where the most profit can
be achieved in reducing CO₂ emissions?
In combating food waste! And that is exactly
where Zwanenberg can make the difference.
We would like to explain these parts of
our sustainability strategy in more detail.
Maarten Elsinga, CEO Zwanenberg Netherlands, explains: "Preventing food waste is
the number one solution to do something
about climate disruption and reduce CO₂
emissions. An important way to prevent
food waste is to preserve food.”
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“Older colleagues may
remember grandmother's
weck bottles. In the summer fruits and vegetables
went into the weck bottle
to get people through the
winter. As a result, nothing
was wasted or thrown away.”

“Our canned soups and canned meats are
modern examples of this. Because we use
natural techniques (heat) to stop the spoilage process and pack the product in cans,
the products have a very long shelf life.
This prevents it from being thrown away
unused. In addition, 95% of all cans are
recycled in the Netherlands, so better for
the environment than, for example, a pouch
that is not recyclable.”

Our recent focus on developing vegan
products does not mean that our meat
products will disappear, because we cannot
feed the world with only plant-based
products. There will be a completely different
ratio where both meat and vegetable ingredients are important. That is why we have
set the goal of developing a vegetarian
variant for every Zwanenberg meat product.
Our Product Developers are working intensively on this and it looks like this will succeed
before the end of this year. The demand
for this is high among consumers and
then it is also cool to see that some of our
vegetarian variants are already generating
higher sales than the meat variant. Of course
we are very proud of that. In this way we
are prepared for the future."

BUT WE WANT TO DO MUCH MORE:
	Reduce CO2 in the entire supply chain
	More sustainable purchasing
	Inspire and stimulate all colleagues worldwide
to make a contribution in the field of sustainability
	Elaborate the new CSR policy

NEWS

Zwanenberg hundredth
stakeholder 'Together
Against Food Waste'
Zwanenberg recently joined the Dutch foundation
'Together Against Food Waste' as a stakeholder.
This foundation, in collaboration with companies
and public organizations, wants to reduce 50% of
total food waste by 2030, a sustainable development
goal of the United Nations. In the Netherlands,
we are talking about 1 billion kilos of food
per year, which we then 'save' in the chain.

Maarten Elsinga, CEO Zwanenberg Nether lands: "We are convinced
that our shelf-stable products can make an important contribution
to combating food waste. We also have the knowledge and network
needed to be able to realize major steps. The fact that we are the
hundredth stakeholder makes it extra special."
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PRIVATE LABELS

Proud of our partnerships

ICA Skinka ham
Customer ICA
Country Sweden
Plant Almelo

In addition to our own brands, we have been developing a wide range of products under the brand
name of our partners for many years. We are proud of this cooperation and every private label that
is highly valued and frequently consumed (inter)nationally. Together we make strategic choices and
develop products that meet specific customer needs and markets. We also pack and transport the
end product (in consultation). Curious about a number of brands and private labels that Zwanenberg
has 'under its wings'? Check out the successful examples below.

Customer Lidl
Country Germany
Plant Voorthuizen

Customer Unilever
Country Netherlands
Plant Oss

KaufLand Soup

ALDI Soup

Customer Aldi
Country Germany & UK
Plant Voorthuizen

Customer Kaufland
Country Germany
Plant Voorthuizen

M&S - Plant Kitchen
Ready meals
Customer Marks & Spencer
Country UK
Plant Malton

Weight watchers Soup

UNOX Soup

Customer Mercadona
Country Portugal
Plant Raalte

Lidl Soup

BRANDS
Customer Weight Watchers
Country USA en Puerto Rico
Plant Cincinnati

Salling Cocktails
Customer Salling
Country Denmark
Plant Voorthuizen

Mercadona Hotdogs

Knorr Catering sauces
Customer Unilever
Country various
Plant Malton

Aldi - Bramwells

Co-Op Chicken Skewers

Customer Asda
Country UK
Plant Corby

Great Value

Brookdale Chili

Luncheon meat
Customer Walmart
Country USA
Plant Cincinnati

Customer Kepak
Country UK
Plant Raalte

Goya Luncheon meat
Customer Kraft Heinz
Country Germany
Plant Voorthuizen

Argentina Luncheon meat
Customer Century Pacific
Country Europe & USA
Plant Almelo & Cincinnati

Cocktail sausages
Customer Morrisons
Country UK
Plant Corby

Asda Chicken Skewers

Customer Co-Op
Country UK
Plant Corby

Rustlers Hotdog bun

Morrisons

Pour over sauces
Customer Aldi
Country UK
Plant Malton

Customer Aldi
Country USA
Plant Nashville

Brookdale

Signature Select

Canned ham
Customer ALDI
Country USA
Plant Cincinnati

Luncheon meat
Customer Safeway
Country USA
Plant Cincinnati

Clover Valley Chili

Customer Dollar General
Country USA
Plant Cincinnati
SOU

PREM Luncheon meat

P

SOUP

SOUP

Customer Puregold
Country Philippines
Plant Cincinnati

Nozaki Luncheon meat
Customer Kawasho
Country Japan
Plant Cincinnati & Almelo
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UPDATE

Zwanenberg USA
Rob Russo, CEO Zwanenberg Food group USA: “Demand for our products
produced in the USA has been very strong in 2022 in spite of the continued
pricing pressure on raw materials and distribution which are driving our
prices to record levels. Much of our efforts remain directed toward securing
the needed raw materials and shipping vessels to satisfy the demand of our
customers and plant needs as was our challenge last year.”
“At a time of the year when the warmer
weather normally slows the demand for
canned meat items, our Cincinnati production facility is full and we are currently
in final stages of training for a second shift
in Nashville to meet the growing demand
of our large Retail business both domestically
and around the world.”
US RETAILERS
“Our distribution in the USA with stores
merchandising our products has grown
to over 60%. The relationships we have
built with these large retailers have lead
us to some incredible opportunities like the
deal we closed with Dollar Tree (8,200 stores)
for a total of 70,000 cases of Kingsford
Baked Beans, which will ship by Memorial
Day (May 30, 2022).”

“Other big developments in distribution
growth are the placement of Chicken
Lunchmeat at Walmart for the first time
which should generate over 450 metric tons
of business a year. We also gained Lunchmeat in 800 Aldi stores and expansion
into an additional 1,300 Aldi stores with
our Chili which provides good steady demand
for our operations. Our new items continue
to perform well in testing for the US Traditional
Retail channel with our new ‘Chili-Dog’
gaining placement in Kroger (the USA’s
second largest traditional retailer).”
“Finally, Zwanenberg Food Group USA has
always been in a good position to deliver
hunger relief items in times of trouble to
people around the world. As more companies move to production of products
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for the perimeter of the store, our focus
on good, healthy, flavorful, ambient foods
fills the needs of millions of consumers
worldwide, especially in times of emergency.”
HELP FOR UKRAINE
“As we all witness the horror of what is
happening in the Ukraine, our company is
working with the US Government and
Disaster Relief organizations to provide
healthy and safe meals where needed.
The US is working towards the provision
of over five million canned meals over the
coming weeks to this war-torn region.
During this time, we will be doing all we
can to do our part to fill the needs of the
hungry and displaced people of Ukraine
with our meal offers.”
“We are fortunate and grateful to have
dedicated employees who are willing to
work long hours to meet the demands of
our normal business as well as these
emergency needs for customers around
the world.”

Zwanenberg Food Group
P.O. Box 40, NL – 7600 AA Almelo
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0) 88 054 6000

